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DC Chair’s Statement regarding DC governance - 31 December 2020 

Innovia British Pension Scheme 

 

In previous years, the Trustee has agreed to accept transfers into the Scheme from all types of pension 
arrangements (including personal pensions but excluding Free Standing AVCs) subject to a minimum 
level of £3,000.  The basis used for transfers into the Scheme was a defined contribution (DC) basis 
and the funds were placed in a Trustee Investment Plan (TIP) provided by Standard Life.  In October 
2008, following advice from the Actuary, the Trustee decided to no longer accept transfers into the 
Scheme.  

Relative to the overall size of the Innovia British Pension Scheme, the TIP provides a small number of 
members with a relatively small benefit when compared with their defined benefit. 

This statement also covers DC AVC arrangements held with Utmost Life (transferred from Equitable 
Life), the Prudential and Standard Life.  As above, for members with AVCs, this makes up a small 
proportion of their overall benefit. 

Governance requirements apply to DC pension arrangements, to help members achieve a good 
outcome from their pension savings.  The Trustee of the Innovia British Pension Scheme (the Scheme) 
is required to produce a yearly statement (which is signed by the Chair of Trustees) to describe how 
these governance requirements have been met in relation to: 

• Trustee knowledge and understanding 

• Administration standards and communications 

• The requirements for processing financial transactions 

• The charges and transaction costs borne by members  

• A ‘value for members’ assessment; and an illustration of the cumulative effect of these costs 
and charges 

This Statement has been prepared in accordance with regulation 23 of the Occupational Pension 
Schemes (Scheme Administration) Regulations 1996 (as amended).  It sets out how the Trustee has 
met the statutory DC governance standards during the Scheme year ended 31 December 2020. This 
statement should be read in conjunction with the Scheme’s Statement of Investment Principles (SIP) 
which is subject to regular review by the Trustee. The most recent SIP is dated 29 September 2020 and 
is appended to this statement (Appendix A). 

The Trustee continually reviews and assesses systems, processes and controls across key governance 
functions to determine whether these are consistent with those set out in the following guidance 
published by the Pensions Regulator: 

• Code of practice 13: Governance and administration of occupational trust-based schemes providing 
money purchase benefits. 

• Regulatory guidance for defined contribution schemes. 
 
Trustee Knowledge and Understanding 

The Scheme’s Trustee is required to maintain appropriate levels of knowledge and understanding to 
run the Scheme effectively. Each Trustee must:  

• Be conversant with the trust deed and rules of the Scheme, the Scheme’s statement of 
investment principles and any other document recording policy for the time being adopted by 
the Trustee relating to the administration of the Scheme generally. 

• Have, to the degree that is appropriate for the purposes of enabling the individual properly to 
exercise his or her functions as a trustee, knowledge and understanding of the law relating to 
pensions and trusts and the principles relating to investment of the assets of occupational 
pension schemes.  

The Scheme’s Trustee is a professional independent trustee firm, currently Align Pensions Limited.  
Align Pensions Limited is represented by Bhavna Kumar, who in turn is supported by her colleagues.  
They all have a number of years of experience in the pension industry. They complete regular training 
to keep up-to-date and are subject to Continuing Professional Development requirements from the 
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries and Association of Professional Pension Trustees.  In addition, there 
is a Pensions Consultative Committee (PCC) made up of three members of the Scheme. 

The Trustee has measures in place to comply with the legal and regulatory requirements regarding 
conversance and knowledge and understanding. Details of how the conversance and knowledge and 
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understanding requirements have been met during the period covered by this statement are set out 
below. 

• Over 2020, the Trustee maintained their completion of the online Trustee Toolkit, including 
completion of the new module relating to pension scams.  

• In July 2020, the Trustee completed the requirements to be an accredited professional pension 
trustee with the Association of Professional Pension Trustees. 

• The Trustee, with the help of its advisers, regularly considers training requirements to identify 
any knowledge gaps. The Trustee’s investment advisers proactively raise any changes in 
governance requirements and provided training to the Trustee and PCC Environmental, Social 
and Governance matters (ESG) during the year. During the period covered by this statement, 
the Trustee completed over 35 hours of CPD including sessions on professional skills and tools 
to combat “wilful blindness”, trusteeship and governance including data privacy, cyber security 
and methods to support members with their decision making, changing requirements in relation 
to ESG and how these can practically be applied in terms of voting policies and engaging with 
managers, the impact of Covid 19 on DC schemes and pension scams. 

• The Trustee is familiar with and has access to copies of the current Scheme governing 
documentation, including the Trust Deed & Rules (together with any amendments), the SIP and 
key policies and procedures. In particular, the Trustee refers to the Trust Deed and Rules as 
part of considering and deciding to make any changes to the Scheme and, where relevant, 
deciding individual member cases.   

• The SIP is formally reviewed at least every three years and as part of making any change to 
the Scheme’s investments. The SIP was reviewed in March 2020 and also in September 2020.   

• The Trustee receives regular investment advice from their Investment Consultant on matters 
relating to the Scheme investments. 

• The Trustee keeps up to date with developments in the DC landscape and new guidance issued 
by the Pensions Regulator. 

• The Trustee also carries out a periodic evaluation of the performance and effectiveness of the 
Board and PCC. The most recent evaluation was completed in Q2 2021 and the next evaluation 
will be during 2023.    

During the Scheme year, the Trustee held three regular Trustee meetings with the PCC.  They all 
included items in relation to monitoring the Scheme’s governance and ensuring it is run in accordance 
with the Scheme rules and in line with the Pensions Regulator’s guidance.  There were an additional 
two formal meetings with the Trustee’s advisers and the sponsoring employer.   

The Trustee, together with advice from its professional advisers, uses knowledge and understanding of 
Pension Law, specific Scheme documentation, and the Pensions Regulator’s guidance to ensure that 
the Scheme is run effectively and members’ benefits are paid in accordance with the Scheme rules.  
This combined knowledge helps the Trustee to ensure that good Scheme governance is a priority and 
to identify where any improvements can be made to existing procedures and processes.  

The Trustee’s knowledge of the Scheme rules ensures that they can consider non-standard benefit 
request options and whether this is permissible under the current rules and whether legal opinion is 
required and / or a rule change needed.  

Ensuring good governance, together with an assessment of the charges paid by members, helps the 
Trustee determine whether the Scheme provides good value for money and whether members and 
beneficiaries are being treated fairly and seeks to safeguard the interests of all members and 
beneficiaries.   
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Administration Standards 

• The Trustee has appointed professional advisers and managers and has delegated the day to 
day running of the Scheme to the Pensions & benefits Team at Innovia Films Ltd 

• The Trustee is aware that the responsibility of the running of the Scheme remains with them 
and they have implemented adequate internal controls, which are reviewed at least twice a year 

• The Trustee has appropriate service agreements in place with advisers and is aware of their 
key contacts 

• Service agreements set out the scope of work covered by professional appointments. Standard 
Life, the Prudential and Utmost Life work to industry standards providing timely turnaround 
times for both non-financial and financial matters. In the last Scheme year there have been no 
service issues relating to members that required reporting to the Trustee.  Most tasks carried 
out by the providers are completed within 5-10 working days, however, there have been delays 
in obtaining the information required for the Chair’s Statement 

• Each of the administration providers provide annual governance information which allows the 
Trustee to monitor membership movements, financial transactions and fund performance 

• The Trustee considers all areas of risk and specifically risks of significant impact such as, fraud 
(including pension liberation), investment, management of costs, administration, regulatory 
requirements, operational procedures, communications and member understanding, corporate 
activity relevant to the Scheme (including employer covenant) and options at retirement 

• The Trustee identifies, evaluates, manages and monitors risk. By incorporating risks identified 
into a risk register they are categorised in accordance to its likelihood of occurring and the 
potential impact it would have if it did occur 

• The Trustee has reviewed all data management procedures and those of their service providers 
and have a post 25 May 2018 data protection policy in place 

• In line with Anti-Money Laundering regulations the Trustee holds an up to date register of 
beneficial owners 

• The Trustee uses dual authorisation internet banking process for all investment and benefit 
payments 

• Any errors are resolved and rectified and procedures reviewed as soon as possible after 
detection 

• The Trustee requires the administrators to provide details on potential forthcoming retirements 

• All data is backed up on a nightly basis and copies are stored off site and can be fully restored 
in any eventuality 

• All financial transactions are subject to annual audit requirements as part of the Trustee’s 
Annual Report and Accounts 

Communicating with members 

• The Trustee endeavours to provide Scheme communication that is accurate, clear, 
understandable and engaging 

• The Trustee, with their advisers, carefully consider all member communications and review 
common communications periodically (such as retirement quotation packs and benefit 
statements).  The Trustee works closely with the PCC and Scheme advisers to try to ensure 
member interests are understood and represented in all decision making   

• Members are periodically informed about the importance of reviewing their benefits 

• In addition to annual benefit statements, annual Newsletters are sent to all members providing 
details of current issues in pensions 

• The Trustee issues general communications, for example in relation to General Data Protection 
Regulation requirements, to all members 
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Processing Core Financial Transactions 

The Trustee has received assurance from the Scheme’s administrators, the Pensions & benefits Team 
at Innovia Films Ltd, Standard Life, Prudential and Utmost Life that there were adequate internal 
controls to ensure that core financial transactions relating to the Scheme were processed promptly and 
accurately during the Scheme Year. The financial transactions have related to the processing of 
transfers out of the Scheme, transfers of assets between different investments within the Scheme, and 
payments to members/beneficiaries.  

The AVC and TIP providers have standard timescales for processing core financial transactions.  For 
example:  

Standard Life: The standard timescale for processes is within 10 working days – fund switches are 
processed the same day and withdrawals take 1 working day. 

The Prudential have implemented an end-to-end performance management system. 

Utmost Life: Investment switches are usually processed within 5 working days.  Switch requests 
received before 5pm are processed using the close of business price for the following day. Switch 
requests received after 5pm will use the close of business price in two working days' time. 

The Scheme also has an administration agreement with the Pensions & benefits Team at Innovia Films 
Ltd1.  This team has oversight of all transactions. 

The administrators monitor the bank accounts on at least a weekly basis, procedures are in place for 
any outbound payments such as the pensioner payroll and retirement benefit payments, that at least 
two people must check and authorise the payment.  These procedures are checked annually by both 
internal and external auditors.  The team have on-line access to the scheme bank accounts to enable 
easy tracking and monitoring of both incoming and outgoing monies.as well as on-going transaction 
charges. Payments out are made via a fully automated and controlled BACSTelIP system which is 
operated via smartcards issued by the scheme’s bank Barclays Bank PLC; these provide the necessary 
audit trails and transparency in all financial transactions processing. 

The Trustee receives quarterly reports about the administrators’ performance and compliance with the 
SLA; using information provided by the administrators, which has been reviewed by the auditors, the 
Trustee is satisfied that over the period covered by this statement: 

• the administrators were operating appropriate procedures, checks and controls and operating 
within the agreed SLA;  

• there have been no material administration errors in relation to processing core financial 
transactions; and  

• all core financial transactions have been processed promptly and accurately during the Scheme 
year. 

Default Investment Arrangements 

Within the TIP, the only fund available for members is the Standard Life Managed Fund, a passively 
managed unit-linked fund predominantly invested in equities.  As the Scheme is closed to new 
members and no further contributions are invested, there is no requirement for the Trustee to set a 
default investment fund. 

The following funds are used within the AVC arrangements: 

• Prudential Cash Fund 

• Prudential Deposit Fund 

• Prudential With Profits Fund 

• Standard Life At Retirement (Multi Asset Universal) 

• Standard Life Deposit & Treasury Fund 

• Standard Life FTSE Tracker 

• Standard Life Pension Money Market Pension Fund  

• Standard Life Managed Pension Fund 

• Standard Life Multi Asset Managed (20-60% Shares) Fund  

• Standard Life Investments Global Absolute Return Strategies Fund 

• Standard Life UK Equity Pension Fund  

• Standard Life International Equity Pension Fund  

• Standard Life With Profits One 

• Utmost Multi Asset Moderate Fund  
 

 
1 The agreement has been finalised in principle and requires Company sign-off.  This is expected to be 

a formality. 
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Please note that within the Standard Life policy, there have been some changes in the naming 
conventions of the fund range.  The policy’s lifestyle option, the Standard Life Balanced Pension Fund 
Investment Strategy has also been through some changes and is now the Standard Life Balanced 
Universal Lifestyle Profile. This profile uses the Managed, Multi Asset Managed, At Retirement and 
Money Market funds. 

Costs and Charges borne by members 

The Trustee is required to disclose the charges (including annual fund management charges and 
additional fund expenses such as custody costs) and transaction costs paid by members and assess 
the extent to which these charges paid by members represent good value for money.  

Standard Life TIP 

Standard Life currently applies an annual fee of £200 to the funds held in the Standard Life Managed 
Fund (where all TIP funds are currently invested).  This is taken from the Scheme assets each year and 
is not borne directly by the members. 

The Annual Fund Management Charge is currently 0.5% per annum annual management charges and 
0.025% per annum additional fund expenses.  The total charge of 0.525% per annum is deducted from 
the underlying fund value.  This amount is clearly communicated to members in an annual statement 
issued at the beginning of each calendar year. 

Members are not charged additional fees on entry or exit from any of the investment funds available to 
them and there are no dilution levies payable.  

All investment funds have “transaction costs” which are not charged directly to the investor (member). 
However, these charges are taken from the fund and therefore reflected in the performance of the fund 
and in the overall return received by the investor (member). 

Transaction costs are those incurred as a result of routine fund management activities such as buying 
and selling investments. The Managed Fund uses a “single swinging price” pricing methodology which 
means one price exists on any day, but this can either be the bid price or the offer price. The “bid” price 
is the lower price at which units are typically sold and the “offer” price is the higher price at which units 
are typically bought. The difference between these two prices is known as the “bid/offer spread”. In a 
pooled fund such as the Managed Fund, the manager looks at trades of all investors in the fund rather 
than the individual trades of a member or those of the Scheme. The price used is determined by whether 
the manager needs to buy assets into the fund or sell assets out of the fund. 

• When the fund needs to sell assets (i.e. the net transactions are negative), then the fund uses the bid 
price. 

• When the fund needs to buy assets (i.e. the net transactions are positive), then the fund uses the offer 
price.  

Depending on the above, the transaction costs can in some cases be negative which results in a small 
“gain” as a result of trading. 

For 2020, the transaction costs for the Standard Life Managed Fund were 0.14%.  

A full list of charges including the transaction charges, where available, during the period from 1 January 
2020 to 31 December 2020 is included in Appendix B.   

The investment providers’ annual Fund Management Charges were assessed as part of the last DC 
review in 2021 and considered against other providers in the market.   

Appendix C provides an illustrative example of the cumulative effects over time of charges and costs 
borne by members. Three separate periods of accumulation have been considered for the illustrations 
covering 10, 20 and 30 year periods.  
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Value for members assessment  

The Trustee is required to assess the extent to which member borne charges and transaction costs 
represent good value for members. It is difficult to give a precise legal definition of “good value”, but the 
Trustee considers that it broadly means that the combination of costs and the quality of what is provided 
in return for those costs is appropriate for the membership of this Section when compared to other 
options available.  The Trustee reviews all member-borne charges (including transaction costs where 
available) annually, with the aim of ensuring that members are obtaining value for money given the 
circumstances of the DC arrangements and in particular, noting that they are legacy arrangements 
which do not provide material benefits relative to their defined benefit from the Scheme to the affected 
members.   

The Trustee notes that value for money does not necessarily mean the lowest fee, and the overall 
quality of the service received has also been considered in this assessment along with the specifics of 
this set-up.  

In the context of the assets under management, these being legacy arrangements and limited options 
being available for AVC provision, a proportionate approach is taken to reviewing the arrangements 
and the latest external review was undertaken in Q2 2021. The outcome of the review, which was 
completed by First Actuarial LLP, was that there are no significant concerns but that consideration 
should be given to more frequent oversight and communication as well as the long-term future of these 
arrangements.  The review included consideration of the performance of the Scheme’s investment 
funds (after all charges). 

The Trustee’s DC advisers have confirmed that the majority of fund charges are competitive for the 
types of fund available to members.   

The Trustee also believes the transaction costs provide reasonable value for members as the ability to 
transact forms an integral part of the investment approaches, and we expect this to lead to greater 
investment returns net of fees over time. 

As detailed in the earlier sections, the Trustee is also broadly comfortable with the administration 
processes which directly impact members. 

The Trustee is continuing to review whether the TIP continues to be a practical way of providing the 
benefits agreed when members transferred in and is considering alternative options with its advisers.  
Any changes to be made to the TIP will be communicated and discussed separately with the effected 
members.  The Trustee will also review options available for the AVC arrangements.   

In the meantime, the Trustee is comfortable that members of the Scheme are broadly receiving 
reasonable value for money for the charges and cost that they incur. The Trustee believes this because 
the fund related charges are not unreasonable when considered against other options and no 
administration costs are borne by the members.   

 

 

 

 

Signed:      Date:   20/07/2021 

Chair 

Trustee of the Innovia British Pension Scheme 

For and on behalf of Align Pensions Limited 
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Fund charges for the AVC funds are shown below: 

Fund Total Expense 
Ratio (%) 

Actual After 
Rebate (%)2 

Transaction 
costs (%) 

Standard Life At Retirement (Multi 
Asset Universal) 

1.04 0.64 0.22 

Standard Life Deposit & Treasury 
Fund 

1.01 0.61 0.08 

Standard Life FTSE Tracker 1.01 0.61 0.06 

Standard Life Pension Money 
Market Pension Fund  

1.01 0.61 0.00 

Standard Life Managed Pension 
Fund 

1.02 0.62 0.12 

Standard Life Multi Asset Managed 
(20-60% Shares) Fund 

1.02 0.62 0.11 

Standard Life Investments Global 
Absolute Return Strategies Fund 

1.51 1.11 0.75 

Standard Life UK Equity Pension 
Fund  

1.01 0.61 0.06 

Standard Life International Equity 
Pension Fund  

1.03 0.63 0.09 

Standard Life With Profits One2 n/a n/a 0.41 

Prudential Cash Fund 0.55 n/a 0.00 

Prudential Deposit3 Fund n/a n/a 0.00 

Prudential With Profits Fund2 n/a n/a 0.08 

Utmost Multi Asset Moderate Fund 0.75 n/a 0.00 

 
2 Standard Life applies a rebate to their fees to the benefit of members. 

3 The Prudential Deposit Fund and With Profits funds for both Prudential and Standard Life do not have any explicit 

charges.  The costs of managing these funds are implicitly included within the declared bonus and interest rates. 
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Illustration of total charges (including transaction costs) on fund values over time 

Over a period of time, the charges and transaction costs that are taken out of a member’s pension savings can 
reduce the amount available to the member at retirement. The Trustee has set out below illustrations of the impact 
of charges and transaction costs.  The illustrations have been prepared in accordance with the DWP’s statutory 
guidance on “Reporting costs, charges and other information: guidance for trustees and managers of occupational 
pension schemes” on the projection of an example member’s pension savings.  

As each member has a different amount of savings within the Scheme and the amount of any future investment 
returns and future costs and charges cannot be known in advance, the Trustee has had to make a number of 
assumptions about what these might be.  

The assumptions are explained below: The “before costs” figures represent the savings projection assuming an 
investment return with no deduction of member borne fees or transaction costs. The “after costs” figures represent 
the savings projection using the same assumed investment return but after deducting member borne fees and an 
allowance for transaction costs.  

The allowance for costs in the illustrations are estimated based on those noted above for the TIP and for an 
example AVC investment, allowing for the fact that transaction costs are variable each year. 

The following illustration projects the cumulative value of starting fund values of £10,000, £20,000, £30,000 and 
£40,000 over 10, 20 and 30 years, based on assumed returns after inflation (of 2.5% p.a.) of either 2% p.a., 2.5% 
p.a. or 4% p.a., offset by charges of either 0.70% or 0.80% each year.  

It should be noted that these are only illustrations and actual fund values will depend on actual net investment 
returns achieved on investments, the time under investment and the amounts invested. 
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Fees of 0.70% per year 

Year 2% return  2.5% return 4% return 

  
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 

0 £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 

10 £12,190 £11,379 £12,801 £11,953 £14,802 £13,836 

20 £14,859 £12,948 £16,386 £14,287 £21,911 £19,143 

30 £18,114 £14,733 £20,976 £17,078 £32,434 £26,486 

 

Year 2% return  2.5% return 4% return 

  
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 

0 £20,000 £20,000 £20,000 £20,000 £20,000 £20,000 

10 £24,380 £22,757 £25,602 £23,906 £29,605 £27,672 

20 £29,719 £25,895 £32,772 £28,575 £43,822 £38,286 

30 £36,227 £29,465 £41,951 £34,156 £64,868 £52,971 

 

Year 2% return  2.5% return 4% return 

  
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 

0 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 

10 £36,570 £34,136 £38,403 £35,859 £44,407 £41,507 

20 £44,578 £38,843 £49,158 £42,862 £65,734 £57,429 

30 £54,341 £44,198 £62,927 £51,234 £97,302 £79,457 

 

Year 2% return  2.5% return 4% return 

  
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 

0 £40,000 £40,000 £40,000 £40,000 £40,000 £40,000 

10 £48,760 £45,515 £51,203 £47,812 £59,210 £55,343 

20 £59,438 £51,790 £65,545 £57,150 £87,645 £76,571 

30 £72,454 £58,931 £83,903 £68,311 £129,736 £105,942 
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Fees of 0.80% per year 
 

Year 2% return  2.5% return 4% return 

  
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 

0 £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 

10 £12,190 £11,267 £12,801 £11,836 £14,802 £13,702 

20 £14,859 £12,694 £16,386 £14,009 £21,911 £18,776 

30 £18,114 £14,303 £20,976 £16,582 £32,434 £25,727 

 

Year 2% return  2.5% return 4% return 

  
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 

0 £20,000 £20,000 £20,000 £20,000 £20,000 £20,000 

10 £24,380 £22,534 £25,602 £23,672 £29,605 £27,405 

20 £29,719 £25,389 £32,772 £28,019 £43,822 £37,551 

30 £36,227 £28,605 £41,951 £33,163 £64,868 £51,454 

 

Year 2% return  2.5% return 4% return 

  
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 

0 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 £30,000 

10 £36,570 £33,801 £38,403 £35,508 £44,407 £41,107 

20 £44,578 £38,083 £49,158 £42,028 £65,734 £56,327 

30 £54,341 £42,908 £62,927 £49,745 £97,302 £77,181 

 

Year 2% return  2.5% return 4% return 

  
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 
Without 

fees With fees 

0 £40,000 £40,000 £40,000 £40,000 £40,000 £40,000 

10 £48,760 £45,068 £51,203 £47,344 £59,210 £54,810 

20 £59,438 £50,777 £65,545 £56,038 £87,645 £75,102 

30 £72,454 £57,210 £83,903 £66,327 £129,736 £102,908 

 
 


